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Color the leaves and draw 
more caterpillars.



Draw a spider inside the web. 
Remember to give it 8 legs. 
Finish drawing the web, too!



Draw more insects 
on the leaves.



Use a white crayon and a black marker  
to add more crazy cloud shapes.



Draw more tree 
houses and color 

them in.



The hedges have been trimmed to look like animals.  
Try drawing some more.



Color the fall leaves red, orange, yellow, and brown.



Draw more vines 
for this rain forest 
bird to perch on.



Draw a pond with ducks in it.



Draw some children sledding down the hill.



Finish drawing the fall tree, and then color it in. 



Draw legs on the caterpillars, then color them in. 
Don’t forget to give each caterpillar a face!



Complete the wreath by adding 
more flowers and leaves.



Which frog is the prince? Draw a crown on his head!



Color in these designs, then make some new 
ones using objects from nature. You could use rocks, 

sticks, flower petals, butterflies, or anything else 
you can think of!



Plant some carrots for the rabbit to eat.



Add some more dogs and hurdles to 
the dog park. How about a tire swing 

to jump through?



Draw a face on each dog.



Draw more sheep  
in the meadow.



Color the snail shells. You could 
even give them pretty pattern!



Draw more fish in the sea. Then color them in!



Draw something big for these  
hooks to catch.



Draw a garden in bloom and add some insects.



Draw some things flying among the clouds.



Draw a few alligators peeking out of this swamp.



Draw stripes on the tigers.



Decorate the 
other bird 
houses.



Draw more dandelion seeds. Then make a wish!



Draw a colony of ants inside the tunnel.



Decorate the surfboards. Try to make each one different.



Draw a scuba diver in the sea.
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Get ready for 
exciting adventures 

in nature with this fun 
activity book!

Children can draw and color inviting  
objects in nature! From adding caterpillars  

to leaves and coloring snail shells to 
completing forest, pond, and ocean 

scenes, young artists can show their 
creativity while also learning to 

love and respect nature.
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